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The phase-dependent bound states (Andreev levels) of a Josephson junction can cross at the Fermi level
if the superconducting ground state switches between even and odd fermion parity. The level crossing
is topologically protected, in the absence of time-reversal and spin-rotation symmetry, irrespective of
whether the superconductor itself is topologically trivial or not. We develop a statistical theory of these
topological transitions in an N-mode quantum-dot Josephson junction by associating the Andreev level
crossings with the real eigenvalues of a random non-Hermitian matrix. The number of topological




, and their spacing distribution is a hybrid of the Wigner and
Poisson distributions of random-matrix theory.
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The von Neumann–Wigner theorem of quantum mech-
anics forbids the crossing of two energy levels when a
parameter is varied, unless the corresponding wave func-
tions have a different symmetry [1]. One speaks of level
repulsion. In disordered systems, typical for condensed
matter, one would not expect any symmetry to survive
and therefore no level crossing to appear. This is indeed
the case in normal metals, but not in superconductors,
where level crossings at the Fermi energy are allowed
[2]. The symmetry that protects the level crossing is called
fermion parity [3]: the parity of the number of electrons
in the superconducting condensate switches between even
and odd at a level crossing. To couple the two levels and
open up a gap at the Fermi level, one would need to add
or remove an electron from the condensate, which is
forbidden in a closed system.
Fermion-parity switches in superconductors have been
known since the 1970s [4,5], but recently they have come
under intense investigation in connection with Majorana
fermions and topological superconductivity [6–14]. A pair
of Majorana zero modes appears at each level crossing,
and the absence of level repulsion expresses the fact that
two Majorana fermions represent one single state [2].
Topologically nontrivial superconductors are characterized
by an odd number of level crossings when the super-
conducting phase is advanced by 2, resulting in a 4
periodicity of the Josephson effect [3,15].
Here we announce and explain an unexpected discovery:
sequences of fermion-parity switches are not inde-
pendent. As illustrated in Fig. 1, for a quantum-dot model
Hamiltonian [16], the level crossings show an antibunching
effect, with a spacing distribution that vanishes at small
spacings. This is reminiscent of level repulsion, but we find
that the spacing distribution is distinct from the Wigner
distribution of random Hamiltonians [17,18]. Instead, it is
a hybrid of the Wigner distribution (linear repulsion) for
small spacings and the Poisson distribution (exponential
tail) for large spacings. This Wigner-Poisson statistics has
appeared once before in condensed matter physics at the
Anderson metal-insulator transition [19,20]. We construct
an ensemble of non-Hermitian matrices that describes the
hybrid statistics, in excellent agreement with simulations
of a microscopic model.
The geometry considered is shown in Fig. 2. It is an
Andreev billiard [21]: a semiconductor quantum dot with
chaotic potential scattering and Andreev reflection at
superconductors S1 and S2. We distinguish two types of
coupling to the superconductors: a strong local coupling
by a ballistic point contact and a weak uniform coupling
by a tunnel barrier. In Fig. 2(a), both superconductors are
coupled by a ballistic point contact with N propagating
modes (counting spin). The chaotic scattering in the quan-
tum dot (mean level spacing ) then does not mix electrons
and holes on the time scale A ’ @=N between Andreev
reflections at the point contacts. In Fig. 2(b), only S1 is
coupled locally. The uniform coupling to the other
superconductor S2 ensures that the entire phase space of
electrons and holes is mixed chaotically within a time A.
These two geometries correspond to different random-
matrix ensembles, essentially two extreme cases, but we
will see that the statistical results are very similar.
We need to break both spin-rotation and time-reversal
symmetry (symmetry class D) to permit level crossings [2].
Spin-rotation symmetry is broken by spin-orbit coupling on
a time small compared to A. Time-reversal symmetry is
broken by a magnetic field B. Aweak field is sufficient, one
flux quantum h=e through the quantum dot and negligible
Zeeman energy, so we may assume that the spin-singlet
s-wave pairing in Sn remains unperturbed. One then has a
topologically trivial superconductor without the unpaired
Majorana fermions associated with a band inversion [22].
We choose a gauge where the order parameter 0 in S2
is real, while S1 is phase biased at e
i0. The excitation
spectrum of this Josephson junction is discrete for jEj<
0 andE symmetric because of electron-hole symmetry.
As  is advanced by 2, pairs of excitation energies
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EnðÞ may cross. The associated Z2 topological quan-
tum number switches between 1 at each level crossing
[3], indicating a switch between an even and odd number
of electrons in the ground state. At a constant total electron
number, the switch in the ground-state fermion parity is
accompanied by the filling or emptying of an excited state.
We seek the statistics of these topological transitions.
The geometry of Fig. 2(b) is somewhat easier to analyze
than Fig. 2(a), so we do that first. Electrons and holes (e, h)
at the Fermi level propagate through the point contact
between S1 and the quantum dot in one of the N ¼ 2M
modes. (The factor of 2 accounts for the " , # spin degree of
freedom.) Left-moving quasiparticles are Andreev refle-
cted by S1 and right-moving quasiparticles are reflected
by the quantum dot coupled to S2. The vector  ¼
ðe";e#;h";h#Þ of wave amplitudes is transformed as















; rhh ¼ ree; reh ¼ rhe: (2)
These are 2N  2N unitary matrices, with four N  N
sub-blocks related by electron-hole symmetry. The sign
of the determinant of the reflection matrix distinguishes
topologically trivial from nontrivial superconductivity
[23]. We take both superconductors S1 and S2 as being
topologically trivial by fixing Det Rn¼1. (The topologi-
cally nontrivial case is considered later on.)
The condition for a level crossing at phase is that is
an eigenstate of R2R1ðÞ with a unit eigenvalue, so
Det ½1 R2R1ðÞ ¼ 0: (3)
We seek to rewrite this as an eigenvalue equation for
some real matrixM. For that purpose, we change variables
from phase  2 ð;Þ to quasienergy " ¼ tanð=2Þ 2
ð1;1Þ. Equation (3) then takes the form





with U ¼ R2R1ð0Þ. The Pauli matrix z acts on the
electron-hole blocks, to be distinguished from the Pauli
spin matrix z.
The complex unitary matrix U becomes a real orthogo-
nal matrix O upon a change of basis,






Note that Det O ¼ Det U ¼ 1, so O 2 SOð2NÞ is special
orthogonal. Since yz ¼ y, the level crossing
condition becomes





For chaotic scattering, O is uniformly distributed with
the Haar measure of SOð2NÞ. This is the circular real
ensemble (CRE) of random-matrix theory (RMT) in sym-
metry class D [2,24].
The special orthogonal matrix O can be represented by
an antisymmetric real matrix A ¼ AT through the Cayley
transform [25]
O ¼ ð1 AÞð1þ AÞ1: (7)
FIG. 2 (color online). Two designs of a quantum-dot
Josephson junction. In (a) the quantum dot is coupled locally
by point contacts to both superconductors S1 and S2, while in
(b) coupling to S1 is local while S2 is coupled uniformly to the
entire phase space of the quantum dot. In (a) the chaotic
scattering refers only to the normal-state scattering matrix s0,
while in (b) the combined reflection from dot plus S2 is described
by a chaotic scattering matrix R2.
FIG. 1 (color online). Model calculation of level crossings for
a quantum-dot Josephson junction in an InAs-GaSb quantum
well (material parameters as in Ref. [16]). Panel (a) shows the
spacing distribution sampled over disorder realizations for ’ 50
level crossings in a 3–6 meV chemical potential interval. Panel
(b) shows the geometry of the device; panel (c) shows the level
crossings for a single sample.




The substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) gives the level
crossing condition as an eigenvalue equation,
Det ðM"Þ¼ 0; M¼AJ¼ð1OÞð1þOÞ1J: (8)
The matrix M is real but not symmetric: MT ¼ JMJ.
This is the definition of a skew-Hamiltonian matrix.
There are N distinct eigenvalues, each with multiplicity 2
[26]. The NX distinct real eigenvalues "n identify the level
crossings at n ¼ 2 arctan"n.
We have thus transformed the level crossing problem
into a classic problem of random-matrix theory [27–31]:
how many eigenvalues of a real matrix are real? One might
have guessed that an eigenvalue is exactly real with
vanishing probability, since the real axis has measure
zero in the complex plane. Instead, the eigenvalues of
real non-Hermitian matrices accumulate on the real axis
(see Fig. 3, inset). This accumulation is a consequence of
the fact that the complex eigenvalues come in pairs ", ",
so real eigenvalues are stable: they cannot be pushed into
the complex plane by a weak perturbation.
The eigenvalue distribution is known exactly for inde-
pendent normally distributed matrix elements (the Ginibre





real eigenvalues [28]. The spacing distribution
vanishes as s for small spacings s (normalized by the
average spacing), with  ¼ 1 on the real axis (linear level
repulsion) [27,29]. These power laws are derived for uncor-





scaling (Fig. 3) and the linear repulsion (Fig. 4)
hold for our ensemble of skew-Hamiltonian matrices.
The linear repulsion for s & 1 crosses over into an
exponential tail for s * 1. As one can see in Fig. 4, the
semi-Poisson distribution [19,20,38,39] interpolates quite
accurately between these small- and large-s limits and
describes the numerical random-matrix theory results
better than either the Poisson distribution of uncorrelated
eigenvalues or the Wigner surmise of the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble [17,18].
The same power laws apply to topologically nontrivial
superconductors. We then need reflection matrices R1, R2
with determinant 1, which can be achieved by assuming
that a sufficiently large Zeeman energy allows for an
unpaired spin channel, and adding this channel as a unit
diagonal element to  ¼ diagð1; y; y . . .yÞ. The deter-
minant of the product R1R2 remains equal to þ1, so O 2
SOð2NÞ remains special orthogonal, with N ¼ 2Mþ 1 an
odd rather than even integer. Since the eigenvalues of M
come in complex conjugate pairs, the number NX of
distinct real eigenvalues (and hence the number of level
crossings) is now also odd rather than even. This even or






So far we considered the geometry of Fig. 2(b) with a
chaotic mixing of electron and hole degrees of freedom in
the quantum dot. In Fig. 2(a) the quantum dot does not
couple electrons and holes, so the random-matrix ensemble
is different. The chaotic scattering of electrons in the
quantum dot is then described by N  N reflection and
transmission matrices, which together form the unitary
scattering matrix s0. The scattering matrix for holes at
the Fermi level is just the complex conjugate s0. Instead
of the CRE, we now have the circular unitary ensemble
[40] corresponding to a uniform distribution of s0 2





scaling of the number of transitions and
a hybrid Wigner-Poisson spacing distribution (red lines
in Figs. 3 and 4) [41].
FIG. 3 (color online). Plot of the N dependence of the average
number hNXi of distinct real eigenvalues " calculated for the
skew-Hamiltonian ensemble constructed from a uniformly dis-
tributed s0 2 Uð2NÞ (lower set of red data points with a scatter
plot for N ¼ 50 in the inset) and O 2 SOð2NÞ (upper set of blue
data points). These are the expected number of level crossings
(topological transitions) in a 2 phase interval for the quantum-
dot Josephson junction in Figs. 2(a) (red) and 2(b) (blue). The
analytical formulas given by the dashed lines have the status of a
conjecture.
FIG. 4 (color online). Probability distribution of the normal-
ized spacings s ¼ =hi of level crossings calculated for the
random-matrix ensemble of Figs. 2(a) (red curve) and 2(b)
(blue), with N ¼ 100. The distributions are obtained by gener-
ating a large number of matrices and separating them in sets
having the same number NX of real eigenvalues " ¼ tanð=2Þ,
with average spacing hi ¼ 2=NX. A weighted average
PðsÞ ¼ PNXPðsjNXÞPðNXÞ of the spacing distribution within
each set is plotted in the figure. The black curves show three
analytical spacing distributions.




To test these model-independent results of RMT, we
have performed computer simulations of two microscopic
models, one topologically trivial and the other nontrivial.
The first model is that of an InSb Josephson junction,
similar to that studied in a recent experimental search
for Majorana fermions [42]. One crucial difference is that
we take a weak perpendicular magnetic field, just a few
flux quanta h=e through the junction that is sufficient to
break time-reversal symmetry but not strong enough to
induce a transition to a topologically nontrivial state
(which would require Zeeman energy comparable to a
superconducting gap [22]).
The model Hamiltonian has the Bogoliubov–de Gennes
form,






with electron and hole blocks coupled by the s-wave pair
potential  at the superconducting contacts. The single-
particle Hamiltonian H0 contains the Rasba spin-orbit
coupling of an InSb quantum well (characteristic length
lso ¼ @2=meffso ¼ 0:25 m) and an electrostatic disorder
potential U. The vector potential A ¼ ð0; Bx; 0Þ accounts
for the orbital effect of a perpendicular magnetic field B
(which we set equal to zero in the superconductors). The
Zeeman term has a negligible effect and is omitted. The
Fermi energy EF is chosen such that the InSb channel has
N ¼ 20 transverse modes at the Fermi level, including
spin. We discretize the model on a two-dimensional square
lattice, with disorder potential U 2 ðU0; U0Þ chosen ran-
domly and independently on each site. The low-lying
energy levels of the resulting tight-binding Hamiltonian
are computed [43] as a function of the phase difference 
of the pair potential.
In Fig. 5 we compare the results of the InSb model calc-
ulation [44] with the RMT predictions in the quantum-dot
geometry of Fig. 2(a). The disordered InSb channel lacks
the point contact coupling of a quantum dot, so the scatter-
ing is not fully chaotic and no precise agreement with the
RMT calculations is to be expected. Indeed, the probabil-
ities PðNXÞ to have NX level crossings for N ¼ 20 modes
shown in Fig. 5(d) agree only qualitatively. Still, the spac-
ing distributions shown in Fig. 5(a) for NX ¼ 4 are in
remarkable agreement without any adjustable parameter.
The second microscopic model that we have studied
is topologically nontrivial: the quantum spin-Hall (QSH)
insulator in a InAs=GaSb quantum well [45,46]. The
Hamiltonian still has the Bogoliubov–de Gennes form (9),
but now H0 is the four-band Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang
Hamiltonian [47]. The quantum dot is formed using the
method of Ref. [16] by locally pushing the conduction band
below the Fermi level by means of a gate electrode. The
QSH insulator has a single conducting mode at the edge
[48,49], so N ¼ 1 and our large-N RMT is not directly
applicable. Still, as shown in Fig. 1, a linear repulsion at
small spacings still applies if we count the level crossings
as a function of the chemical potential in the quantum
dot—demonstrating the universality of this effect.
In conclusion, we have discovered a statistical correla-
tion in the fermion-parity switches of a Josephson junction.
The spacing distribution of these topological phase
transitions has a universal form—a hybrid of the Wigner
and Poisson distributions—decaying linearly at small spac-
ings and exponentially at large spacings. Such a hybrid
(semi-Poisson or ‘‘mermaid’’) distribution is known from
Anderson phase transitions [19,20], where it signals a
fractal structure of wave functions. It would be interesting
for further theoretical work to investigate whether this self-
similar structure appears here as well. Experimentally, it
would be of interest to search for the repulsion of level
crossings by tunnel spectroscopy [12].
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